
ou have entered into the exciting world of motor
cycle oils and lubes.  Come travel and see which
brands of these items our lucky sample carries in
this month’s Market Watch.  But be warned: some

of these stores named more than one brand, so some of
our totals will exceed 100 percent.

1.  What brands of motorcycle oils and lubricants does your
store inventory?

As we expected, the OEM brands received the highest
amount of stores saying they stock these oils and lubri-
cants with 84%.  Of the aftermarker brands, Spectro
comes in with the highest total at 23 percent, followed
by BelRay Company with 22 percent.  Other brands 
mentioned include Maxima (15%),  Repsol (14%),
Amsoil (13%), Klotz (8%), Lucas Oil Products (7%), and
Motorex (4%).  Nine percent each goes to Motul and
Castrol, while the remaining six percent is divided 
evenly between Silkolene and our  ‘other’ category.

Spectro occupies a strong leadership
position in motorcycle dealerships.

- Motorcycle Industry Magazine -

Spectro thanks  Motorcycle Industry Magazine
for permission to excerpt their research.

Y 2.  What is your best-selling brand of motorcycle oils
and lubricants?

Again it was unsurprising that the OEMs received
the most stores naming it their best seller at 42 
percent.  Spectro garners 12 percent of our sample 
of stores, followed by Amsoil at 7 percent.  Five 
percent each goes to Repsol, Maxima, Bel-Ray, Lucas
and Castrol.  Motul (4%) and Silkolene (3%) are 
also named best selling by our contacts.  Finally, 
4 percent goes to our ‘other’ category.

*****

Well, that’s it.  Spectro and Bel-Ray were the most
stocked aftermarket oil and lubricant brands by
these stores.  We’d like to thank the parts assoc-
iates and parts managers, as well as the occasional
service technician, who helped us with this month’s
segment, and we look forward to doing it again in a
month or two.


